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It was just today, much to my 
astonishment, that I realized I 
apparently do not have a photo 
in my records of the tombstone 
of my great grandfather, 
George Washington Seitz.  If I 
do, it is well-hidden, and I do 
not recall ever dealing with the 
inscription.  
 
So, to the website of Rosedale 
Cemetery in Los Angeles…   
And, thanks to a volunteer 
gravesite photographer, I now 
have it.  I so appreciate what 
these volunteers do and 
sometimes am able to email a 
thank you to them.   
 
There was much to study about George's tombstone.  I do not 
know at this time if he is buried near his wife, Mary.  Perhaps 
there is an area specifically for veterans.  That is an issue for 
research down the line.  
 
I initially had trouble reading some of the lettering, but by 
returning to the very helpful information provided by third 
cousin Karl Seitz and by a document from George's daughter, 
Jennie Florence Seitz Hendee (my grandmother), it became 
clear as day.   
 
Inside a shield is "C0. F     159 OHIO    N. G. INF."     
Information on George in a previous story reads, "George 
Seitz Private (fifer) Reg. 159 Ohio,  Co. F.   National Guard 
Infantry   Served from May 2 to Aug. 23 1864 (112 days)   
Enrolled and mustered out at Janesville Ohio. Home near 
Bremen, Fairfield Co. Ohio.  P.O. North Berne (Berne 
Station)  Copied from record at State House, Lincoln Nebraska in 1919" --transcribed from Jennie's records 



I had not paid notice to George's name being "arched" on the tombstone until reading that this is how it is done.  
This was also true of the rounded top.  Another observation is that there are no birth or death dates, which I 
don’t recall ever being missing from any other tombstones.  The answer is below.  What I learn from this 
hobby!   
 
Now to the shield…..something new to me, but no longer, thanks to two websites.  
 
The first informs the reader, "In a cemetery, it's usually easy to tell which side a soldier served during the Civil 
War.  Union soldiers have a recessed shield with raised lettering, and Confederate soldiers have a Southern 
Cross of Honor etched above their names.  There are specific styles of upright marble headstones to mark the 
graves of Civil War Union soldiers and Spanish-American War dead.  These historical styles are inscribed in 
raised lettering inside a recessed shield.  The inscription on the recessed-shield headstone is limited.  For Civil 
War Union and Spanish American War, a shield is inscribed which encompasses the arched name and 
abbreviated military organization.  Because of the special design and historical uniform significance, no 
emblem of belief or additional inscription may be inscribed." 
 
A second website has additional information.  "When you first enter a cemetery, scan the area for a large 
monument. They vary in size and some may even have a cannon beside them. Usually such a monument is 
surrounded with numerous military headstones with rounded tops.  As the grave sites next to the monument 
filled up, veterans were buried throughout the cemetery with the same military headstone, many in family 
plots."  (I don't know exactly where George is buried at Rosedale.)  
 

Original Issue Headstone 
 
"Note the letters within the shield are relief sculptured. The rank of Private was not displayed. 
The absence of this rank on the original issue headstone was understood to be that of Private. 
Dates of birth or death were also not displayed."   (So, this must be why there are no vitals on George's 
headstone---very interesting.)    

"To the left of the headstones is a typical Civil War era Grand Army 
of the Republic (GAR) flag holder in the shape of a star. They could 
be made from bronze, iron or aluminum.  Inscriptions on the star vary 
by manufacturer and often include the number of the veteran's GAR 
post."   (I don’t see one in this photo, though it may be nearby.)   

It sounds like a visit to Rosedale Cemetery is in order to resolve the 
unanswered issues.  But, for now, how very helpful and informative to 
have what we do!   

 
George Washington Seitz celebrating his 100th 
birthday at his GAR post 

 
George Washington Seitz on Los Angeles 
railway pass      1940 



 
Civil War bullet saved by George; 

Grand Army of the Republic 
certificate front and back; his 
Grand Army of the Republic 

badge; display in my study   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


